
    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    










        
            	Supply chargers in more than 70 countries
	|
	Up to 5 year warranty


        


    
        
            Product Safety Notice regarding SMARTPASS-products. Read here
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                             Revolutionizing the EV Charging Experience: Introducing CHARGESTORM® CONNECTED 3

                    

                                            

    


                                    
                                                                                            

                        

                

        

    





    
    
        





    
    
        
    
        
                
                        
                            
                                    
                                            
            
                
            


            
                                    
                        
                    


                    
                             Jump Starter Alternatives

                    

                                    
                        While jump cables or a jump starter for a car can get you going again, there can be situations where they can be dangerous for the user, the battery or the vehicle electronics. An Adaptive Booster goes beyond traditional jump starting, by being the safest way to power up your flat battery.


                    
                            

    


                                    
                                                                                            

                        

                        
                            
                                    
                                            
            


            
                                    
                        
                    


                    
                             Charging and maintaining 12V & 24V batteries

                    

                                    
                        We have a complete range of products for charging and maintaining 12V & 24V batteries. For charging wherever you are - at home, out on the road and even stranded with a flat battery.


                    
                            

    


                                    
                                                                                            

                        

                        
                            
                                    
                                            
            


            
                                    
                        
                    


                    
                             Solutions for EV charging

                    

                                    
                        We have EV charging products for home or companies, and a portable charger for you on the fly. We also have solutions for load balancing, control over multiple charging stations, scheduled charging and app control.


                    
                            

    


                                    
                                                                                            

                        

                

        

    





    
    
        





    
    
        
    
        
            
                        NANOGRID™ AIR

                        NJORD® GO

                        CS FREE

                        CS ONE

            

        

        
            
                    
                            
    
            
                
            


            
                
                    
                             WIRELESS LOAD BALANCING GATEWAY

                    

                                    
                        NANOGRID™ AIR is a wireless energy meter gateway, that delivers a cost-effective, dynamic load-balancing solution. Designed to work with the award-winning CTEK NJORD® GO portable EV charger, it will protect your main fuse and automatically adjust and optimise available power to charge your Electrical Vehicle (EV).
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                             Fast, portable charging for your Electric Vehicle

                    

                                    
                        NJORD® GO from CTEK is a durable, lightweight and portable all-in-one EV charger available with a Type 2 connector, having a charging capacity up to 11kW . It comes with fixed heavy duty 1.5m long mains cable and 5m EV charging cable, so there’s no installation necessary – simply plug the unit into your domestic or commercial CEE socket for charging.
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                             Multi-functional 4-in-1 portable charger and smart maintainer with Adaptive Boost technology

                    

                                    
                        Four cutting edge products in one portable unit – Adaptive Booster, battery charger, smart maintainer and hi-tech powerbank. CS FREE gives you the freedom to charge and maintain any 12V lead acid or lithium battery wherever you are – even if you’re nowhere near a power outlet.
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                             Revolutionary adaptive battery charger and maintainer.

                    

                                    
                        APTO™ Technology automatically recognises the type of battery you’re using, and then automatically delivers a customised charging program, telling you how long until the battery is charged and ready to go. Polarity free clamps mean you don’t even need to worry about which clamp goes where, so you’ll never make a wrong connection again.
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        CTEK Magazine

        Welcome to our news section for EV and low voltage charging solutions, Business to Business case studies and exiting company announcements.



    


    
                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                Charging an Electric Car at Home

                                Introduction to Home EV Charging: The advent of electric vehicles (EVs) has highlighted the importance of home charging. With EVs becoming increasingly popular across Europe, the convenience of charging your electric vehicle at home is a significant advantage. CTEK offers innovative products designed to integrate with your home and lifestyle, ensuring a reliable, efficient, and safe charging experience. We will delve into how to charge an electric car at home in this article.  

                            

                        
                    

                    
                        See full article
                            19 March 2024

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                AJ Automedics delivers battery support in conjunction with routine service, fault finding and repair, thanks to CTEK’s PRO25SE 

                                Late in 2023 the business acquired a CTEK PRO25SE, capable of delivering up to 25A of battery support power in the workshop, along with fully automatic 8-step charging and maintenance, and 6M cable for maximum flexibility.  Previously having used an older alternative, the workshop was on the lookout for a more reliable battery support unit to ensure a stable power source for vehicle's electrical systems during routine servicing and repairs. 

                            

                        
                    

                    
                        See full article
                            14 March 2024

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                Rules of the EV road part ways in UK and EU

                                Electric Vehicle drivers in the UK and EU can expect to see a divergence in how they pay for public charging sessions. The fork in the road is being generated by the different rules in the UK’s Public Charge Point Regulations 2023 and the EU’s alternative fuels infrastructure regulations (AFIR).

                            

                        
                    

                    
                        See full article
                            12 March 2024

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                How To Charge A Car Battery

                                The 12V battery in an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) car plays a crucial role in powering various electrical components, such as lights, radio, and the vehicle's computer system. Charging a 12V battery in an ICE car is a straightforward process that can be accomplished with a compatible battery charger. Regularly maintaining your vehicle's battery can extend its lifespan and help prevent unexpected starting issues. So, how do you charge a car battery? In this guide, we will discuss the steps to charge a 12V battery in an ICE car effectively.
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                            04 March 2024

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                Free EV charge point training for UK installers 

                                Installers can get free training on installing Electric Vehicle (EV) charge points from the global vehicle charging specialist CTEK. The monthly free online training is delivered by CTEK’s UK-based Skillbase team and will equip installers with the know-how to install and network CTEK EV charge points, to load balance, configure and troubleshoot. 

                            

                        
                    

                    
                        See full article
                            26 February 2024

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                
                            
                                Unleashing the Power of Adventure: CS FREE – Your Snowmobile's Ultimate Companion

                                In the heart of winter, when the snow-covered landscapes beckon, the call of the great outdoors becomes irresistible. Snowmobile enthusiasts understand the thrill of conquering snow-laden trails, weaving through frost-kissed forests, and embracing the freedom that comes with exploring vast, untouched expanses. In the midst of this winter wonderland, there exists a crucial companion that transforms every snowmobile adventure into a tale of reliability, resilience, and boundless exploration – the CTEK CS FREE adaptive booster and battery charger.
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                            20 February 2024

                    

                

    


    
            
                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

            

    

    
        CTEK Magazine
    





    

    
    
        





    
    
        
        
            
                    
                            
                                
    
            
                
            


            
                
                    
                             BATTERY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

                    

                                    
                        CTEK develops, designs and sells products that solve a battery’s need for recovery, charging and maintenance. These qualities have led to several collaborations and customizations with some of the world’s biggest car manufacturers. Effective battery management has become more important than ever, as has the need for integrated charging solutions that meet steadily increasing power requirements, save space and significantly extend battery life.
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                             SUSTAINABILITY

                    

                                    
                        The CTEK Sustainability Program has been implemented since 2017 and is designed to meet our stakeholders' expectations, and includes Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) engagement, to create a long term value and contribute to reduce waste and negative climate impact.
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            Connect with CTEK on Socials

            Are you interested in learning more about the CTEK brand, maximizing battery performance or sustainable charging? Follow us on  @ctekcharging for inspiring updates and the latest news on our products and battery management solutions.
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/19

                    Recently, we had the pleasure of visiting our friend @ferraricollector_davidlee! 🔥 But here’s the real question: Can you guess just how many incredible Ferraris he’s got in his collection? 🌟

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Ferrari #CarEnthusiast #DreamGarage
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/18

                    This is how you prolong your car's battery life by up to three times! 👇

Did you know that simply charging your car battery at least once a month can significantly extend its lifespan? It's true! By investing in a reliable battery charger and establishing a regular maintenance routine, you can ensure your battery stays in top condition for much longer. 🔋

Not only does regular charging help prevent battery failure, but it also safeguards your vehicle's electronics from potential damage or compromise. With the right charger and maintenance schedule, you'll enjoy peace of mind knowing that your car's battery is always ready to go when you need it most.

So why wait? Charge your car today and reap the benefits of a longer-lasting battery! ⚡

📸: @polestarcars

#️CTEK #CTEKCharging #CarMaintenance #BatteryCharger #Automotive #Polestar
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/15

                    Ever wondered how August Motor Cars keeps their cars in top condition? With CTEK battery chargers, of course! From Ferraris to Lamborghinis, their prestigious rides are always powered up and ready to hit the road. 🔥

📸: @augustmotorcars 

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Ferrari #Lamborghini #AugustMotorCars
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/14

                    Get ready to be amazed by Phothrottle's incredible Honda build! 🔥 Catch the full video on his YouTube channel: phothrottle. And did you know he's powering up with our portable CS FREE? 🙌

📸: @phothrottle

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #CSFREE #Honda #HondaCivic
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/13

                    Excitement is building as we gear up for the upcoming season! ⚡ @cedealerteam @fiaworldrx

We're thrilled to announce that we'll be part of the CE Dealer Team by Volvo Construction Equipment this season as well. With a commitment to sustainability, their cars are powered solely by electricity. Stay tuned as we join forces with @klara_rx and @niclasgronholm to electrify the FIA World Rallycross 2024 season! 🚀🙌🏻 

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #CEDealerTeam #VolvoConstructionEquipment #fiaworldrx #PWRGroup
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/07

                    Ever witnessed the power of our Indicator Panel in action? 🔋

This charging accessory provides real-time insights into your battery’s status, ensuring you’re always in the loop. With clear LED indicators, monitor charging progress, voltage levels, and potential issues effortlessly. Say goodbye to guesswork and hello to precise charging every time! Ready to take control of your battery’s health? Explore CTEK’s Indicator Panel! ✨

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #ChargingSolutions #BatteryCharging #IndicatorPanel
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/06

                    We recently had the pleasure of spending time with our friends at @kaisercars in Sweden! 🚗 Kaiser Cars is your go-to destination for classic cars, boasting an impressive lineup featuring timeless beauties that include everything from iconic vintage models to rare gems. And here's the kicker – every one of their stunning classics stays powered and primed for adventure, thanks to our reliable CTEK chargers! 🔌⚡

Check out Kaiser Cars' exquisite collection and experience automotive history firsthand! Which car would you choose? 👆

@kaiserclassiccars

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #KaiserCars #ClassicCars #VintageCars
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/05

                    How to charge a car battery – let CTEK show you the way! 🔋⚡ 

Charging your car's battery is key to keeping it running smoothly. But are you doing it right?
Join us as we walk you through the process step by step! 🚗

1️⃣ Locate your battery: Find your battery under the hood and learn its type for effective charging!
2️⃣ Check battery condition: Ensure your battery's in top shape before charging. 
3️⃣ Prepare the charger: Connect our polarity-free clamps worry-free – no more concerns about incorrect connections!
4️⃣ Temperature compensation: Extreme temps? No problem! Our CS ONE charger adjusts for efficient charging in any condition.
5️⃣ Adjust charger settings: Set your charger just right for safe, effective charging every time.
6️⃣ Charge the battery: Start charging and monitor voltage – with CTEK, there's no risk of overcharging. Our chargers are built for the long haul!

Ready to charge up like a pro? Dive into our full guide for expert tips and tricks on our website! 🔧✨

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #CTEKExplains #CarBattery #ChargingTips
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/03/04

                    We recently caught up with our friends at Adrenalin Exotics in Canada. Their showroom boasts an impressive lineup of exotic cars, including top brands like Ferrari, Lamborghini, Porsche, McLaren, and more! Oh, and guess what? Their stunning collection stays charged up and ready to hit the roads, thanks to our trusty CTEK chargers! 🔌⚡

@adrenalinexotics

 #CTEK #CTEKCharging #AdrenalinExotics #ExoticCars #LuxuryCars
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/02/29

                    @cave_eleven showing us how to properly charge all of their cars! 🔋⚡️

Did you spot all the CTEK chargers? 🧐

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #car #cars #cave11
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                    @ctekcharging
                    2024/02/28

                    Our friend Daniel Abt’s first ever ABT RS5-R built in 2012. Love the DTM inspired sidepipes and the V8 sound. 🔥

📸 repost: @daniel_abt @abt_sportsline

#CTEK #CTEKCharing #ABT #RS5 #V8 #Audi
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                    2024/02/27

                    The cold reality: How frigid temperatures impact car batteries ❄️🔋

As winter tightens its grip, car batteries face a formidable foe in the form of freezing temperatures. Here are three crucial tips to help you safeguard your battery’s health during the chilly months:

1️⃣ Chemical reactions in cold temperatures: In the cold, chemical reactions in your battery slow down, diminishing its ability to deliver power. Combat this by ensuring your battery is fully charged and consider using a battery maintainer to keep it in optimal condition.

2️⃣ Reduced cranking power: Cold weather increases a battery’s internal resistance, making it harder to start your engine. Keep your battery warm by parking in a garage or using a battery blanket to maintain its performance.

3️⃣ Energy drain from accessories: Cold weather leads to increased use of vehicle accessories, draining the battery faster. Minimize accessory use when the engine is off, and consider investing in energy-efficient alternatives to reduce strain on your battery.

Remember, proactive maintenance is key to winter battery health. Stay charged, stay warm, and stay on the move this winter! ❄️ 

#CTEK #CTEKCharging #Car #Winter #CarMaintenance
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            Are you interested in buying our products, or would you like more information?
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                    Thanks for you message. We will reach out to you as soon as possible.

                    Your email or phone number is invalid, one of them is required.

                

                
                    Thanks for you message. We will reach out to you as soon as possible.

                    Your email or phone number is invalid, one of them is required.
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                            Get in touch!

                            Fill out this form to get in touch with us. If you have a support enquiry, please visit our Support Page 
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